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Chapter 1501 

”Bang!” 

A clear slap suddenly resounded throughout the entire lobby. 

Julie Amberson, who had just shouted all kinds of things, was knocked to the ground on 

the spot, dizzy and confused. 

”Huh?” 

Everyone around was dumbfounded, their eyes widened, and some couldn’t believe it. 

No one expected that Dustin would be so bold, even daring to fight people from Lord 

Eugene Montgomery’s Mansion. 

The most important thing is that Julie Amberson still has the golden coin of Lord Eugene 

Montgomery’s palace in her hand, and her status is high. 

Hitting Julie Amberson was equivalent to hitting Lord Eugene Montgomery in the face. 

Is this guy crazy? ! 

”You…you actually dare to hit me?” 

Julie Amberson covered her face, feeling shocked and stunned, but mostly in disbelief. 

Since joining the forces of Lord Eugene Montgomery’s Mansion, she has risen through 

the ranks and become a powerful figure sought after by everyone. 

Normally no matter who other party are, they have to follow her and support her, and 

they don’t even dare to say a harsh word. 

However, this guy in front of her actually slapped her in the face in public. 



what is this? 

This is simply arrogant and audacious! 

”What’s wrong with beating you? You gathered a crowd to make trouble and are 

unreasonable. Shouldn’t I hit you if you making scene?” Dustin said coldly. 

”My surname is Mu! I’m from Lord Eugene Montgomery’s Mansion!” Julie Amberson 

shouted. 

”Pa!” 

Dustin didn’t say anything. He raised his hand and slapped Julie Amberson again, 

causing Julie Amberson’s nose to bleed: “Lord Eugene Montgomery’s house is really 

unfortunate to have people like you!” “ 

Bitch! You dare to hit me? You will die. It’s settled! I’ll make you pay the price!” 

Julie Amberson roared angrily, taking out her mobile phone as she spoke, preparing to 

call someone. 

 ”Julie Amberson, if I were you, I wouldn’t make this call.” Dustin said calmly. 

”What? Are you scared now? What the hell were you doing so early?” 

Julie Amberson said with a fierce face: “Dustin! Even if you kneel on the ground and 

kowtow to beg for mercy, I won’t let you go easily! Just wait. Go and die!” 

”Afraid? What am I afraid of? Afraid of you pretending to be a tiger? Or a dog relying on 

human power?” 

Dustin sneered: “Julie Amberson, have you ever thought about the token you stole in 

your hand after the reinforcements from Lord Eugene Montgomery’s Palace arrived? , 

how will you explain it?” 

As soon as these words came out, Julie Amberson froze, and the speed of dialing the 

number slowed down. 



”Dustin! Stop talking nonsense here!” She pretended to be calm. 

”You know whether I am talking nonsense or not.” 

Dustin said calmly: “Stealing the golden token of Lord Eugene Montgomery’s Mansion is 

not a small crime. Even if Ms.Dahlia Nicolson can forgive you, the majesty of Lord 

Eugene Montgomery’s Mansion cannot be violated. Once things get serious, Lord 

Eugene Montgomery’s Mansion will For the sake of reputation, they must kill the 

chicken to scare the monkeys. By then, I don’t need to say more about what will happen 

to you, right?” “ 

You… stop scaring me here. Do you think I will be fooled by you? Stop it. It’s a dream!” 

Julie Amberson shouted bravely. 

”If you don’t believe it, just call and see who of us will be unlucky in the end.” Dustin said 

expressionlessly. 

Seeing the calm appearance of the Dustin, Julie Amberson felt unsure. 

As Dustin said, stealing the golden token from Lord Eugene Montgomery’s Mansion can 

be a big matter. 

It was okay with Ms.Dahlia Nicolson. After all, she was her cousin, so she might spare 

with a few soft words. 

But if it reaches Lord Eugene Montgomery’s ears, the situation will be completely 

different. 

Once Lord Eugene Montgomery gets angry, even her cousin won’t be able to protect 

her, so she really doesn’t dare to take the risk. 

 


